The spectacular experimental demonstration of slowing light to cyclist speed in an ultra-cold atomic gas has spurred a significant interest in exploring the physics and applications of this phenomenon. Important applications that are foreseen include all-optical buffering, true time delays and filters for microwave photonics, as well as increased material nonlinearities for improved sensor elements. We have pursued the realization of slow light in semiconductor waveguides by using the physical effect of coherent population oscillations (CPO) 
The spectacular experimental demonstration of slowing light to cyclist speed in an ultra-cold atomic gas has spurred a significant interest in exploring the physics and applications of this phenomenon. Important applications that are foreseen include all-optical buffering, true time delays and filters for microwave photonics, as well as increased material nonlinearities for improved sensor elements. We have pursued the realization of slow light in semiconductor waveguides by using the physical effect of coherent population oscillations (CPO), which was demonstrated in Ruby crystals [1] . By exploiting wave mixing effects mediated by the coherent oscillation of the carrier density in a semiconductor waveguide, one can thus change the group velocity of light propagating in the waveguide. Due to the small, and to some extent controllable, carrier lifetime in semiconductors, this effect can be realized within GHz bandwidths, which is to be contrasted with the Hz to MHz bandwidths found in crystals and cold atomic gasses. Furthermore, one can utilize semiconductor fabrication technology to realize compact and integrated structures that optimize certain performances. Fig. 1 shows measurement results for a multi-section quantum well waveguide structure [2] . Two sections are reverse biased and act as saturable electro absorbers (EA), which lead to slow-down and absorption of light, whereas two forward-biased sections act as semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) that speed-up and amplify the light. By proper operation of the device, it is possible to control the net delay (or, equivalently, the microwave phase) and amplitude of an intensity modulated signal that passes the waveguide. At the conference we will show the frequency response of the device, which is well suited for realizing a true time-delay, and discuss the physics and limitations of the physical effect exploited. Furthermore, we will show experimental and theoretical results on delaying ultrashort optical pulses, with bandwidths in the THz range, in similar waveguide structures. Electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT), in contrast to CPO, exploits quantum mechanical interference between electronic state wave functions related to discrete states of the material. So-far this effect has been explored mainly in atomic gasses. However, for practical applications it would be of a significant interest to implement EIT in a compact semiconductor structure, and with their discrete state structure semiconductor quantum dots appear as a natural choice. We will present numerical simulations of the propagation of optical pulses in the regime of EIT in quantum dots, emphasizing the role of dephasing processes and bandwidth limiting effects, which may lead to severe pulse distortions. The main properties of CPO and EIT based slow-light schemes will be compared and discussed.
